
 

 

Sample Paper – 2015 
Class – XII 

Subject Computer Science 
CONSTRUCTORS AND DESTRUCTORS 

 
1. Answer questions 1 and 2 after going through the following class:                      

        class game 
      {  char name[20];   
   int players; 

public: 
game (int p, char *n);                     // MODULE 1 
game (game&);                        // MODULE 2 
~game( );                       // MODULE 3     

 }; 
I) Define MODULE 1and 2 outside the class. 
II) Write statements to call module 1 and 
 

1. Answer the questions (i) and (ii) after going through the following class:         
  class Seminar 

{ int Time; 
 public: 
  Seminar()    //Function 1 
  { Time=30;cout<<"Seminar starts now"<<end1;  } 
  void Lecture()    //Function 2 
  { cout<<"Lectures in the seminar on"<<end1;             } 
  Seminar(int Duration)  //Function 3 
  { Time=Duration; out<<"Seminar starts now"<<end1; } 
  ~Seminar()   //Function 4 
  { cout<<"Vote of thanks"<<end1;     } }; 

i) In Object Oriented Programming, what is Function 1 and Function 4 referred as and when does it get 
Invoked/called? 
ii) In Object Oriented Programming, which concept is illustrated by Function 1 and Function 3 together?      
Write an example illustrating the calls for these functions. 

 
2. Answer the questions (i) and (ii) after going through the following class definition: 

class Force 

{ int power;  

  public: 

  Force() {power = 0;} //Constructor 1 

   Force(int z) {power=z ;}  //Constructor 2 

   Force (Force &F) { power = F.power} //Constructor 3 

 };  

I)  What type of constructor is constructor 3? Explain. 

II) Write statement to declare object for 'Force' so that it invokes constructor 2. 

3. Answer the questions after going through the following class. 
class testmeout 
 {  int rollno; 



 

 

  public: 
   ~testmeout()       //Function 1 
   { cout<<rollno<<”Leaving exam hall”<<endl;   } 
   testmeout()       //Function 2 
   {  rollno=1; 
    cout<<rollno<<”enter exam hall“<<endl;   } 
   testmeout(int n,char name[])    //Function 3 
   {  rollno=n; 
    cout<<name<<” is in exam hall”<<endl;    } 
 
   testmeout(testmeout& t);    //Function 4 
   void mywork()       //Function 5 
   {  cout<<rollno<<”attempting “<<endl;   } 
 }; 
 i) In object oriented programming, what is Function1 and Function 2 referred as and 
 when does they invoked? 
 
 ii) Write a statement so that Function 3 gets executed? Complete the definition of Function 4 

 
4. Answer the questions (i) and (ii) after going through the following class: 

 class cars 
 { int noofwheels; 
 int capacity; 
 float mileage; 
 cars();    //function 1 
 
 cars(int x,int y,float z);  //function 2 
 
 cars(cars & c);   //function 3 
}; 

i) Write the definition of function 1,function 2,function 3.  
ii) create object to invoke function 1,function 2,function 3.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CLASSES AND OBJECTS 
1) Define a class STUDENT in C++ with the following specifications :                   
 Class name   Data Members    Type 
    StUdent                              Std_name    string 
         Std_rollno    long 
       Marks    float 
       Stream    string 

 A function Assign_stream( ) to assign stream on the following basis: 
Marks                  Stream 
300 and above     Science 



 

 

Between 250 and 300    Commerce 
Between 200 and 250    Humanities 
Below 200                NULL  
   
Public Member Functions: 
A constructor to initialize data members with legal initial values. 
A function Initialize ( ) to input the values for the data members and invoke the Assign_stream ( ) function. 
A function to display the values of data members. 

 
2) Define a class Sports in C++ with the following descriptions:   

Private Members: 
 Game   for name of the game 
 No_of_Participants for number of participants 
 Participants  for name of the participants 
 Standard  for storing the participant class 
 Position  for recording the position 
 Points   for assigning the points based on position 
Public Members: 
A constructor to assign appropriate values for the members. 
Get_Data () to read the values for Name of the game, number of participants and all their names, class 
of study and position. 

Assign_Points () to assign values based on the following condition 
 

Position Points 

I 7 

II 5 

III 3 

If number of participants is more than 7, then points for each position will be doubled. 
Show_Data() to show the values of Game, Standard and Points. 

 
INHERITANCE 

1) Answer Questions 1 to 4 after going through the following code 
      
 class drama  {  char dname[20]; 

 int Dduration; 
protected: 
 char dactors[10][20]; 
public: 
 void enterdrama( ); 
 void displaydrama( );  }; 

 
 class realityshow {    char rname[15]; 

                                               int Rduration; 
                                    protected: 
                                     char Rparticipants[15][20]; 
                                 public: 
                                     void enterreality ( ); 



 

 

                                        void dispreality( );                  }; 
     

 class news {            int Nduration; 
                     char nreader[10][15]; 
     public: 
        void enternews( ); 
                                                              void dispnews( )                           }; 

 class tvprog : public drama, private realityshow, public news 
   {     char chnlgrp[20]; 
                                                              float pkgcost; 
     public: 
        void enterprog( ); 
                                                                     void dispprog( );            }; 
 
1. Write the names of all members accessible from dispprog( ) of class tvprog. 
2.  Write name of all data members accessible from object of class tvprog. 
3. Calculate size of an object of class tvprog. 
4. Write the order for the call of the constructors when object of class tvprog is declared. 

 
2) Consider the following class declaration and answer the  questions given below: 

class office{       int acctno; 

        char head[25]; 

    protected: 

       int amount; 

     

 

public: 

       void readdata(); 

       void prndata(); }; 

class store : public office 

 {      int storeid; 

    protected: 

      char section[25]; 

    public: 

        int phnno; 

        void indata(); 

        void outdata(); }; 

class mngt : private store 

 {       int mngtid; 

    protected: 

        char mngtname[25]; 

    public: 

        void accdata(); 

        void putdata(); 

 }; 

1. What is the base and derived class of store? 



 

 

2. What are the data members of the class mngt? 

3. What are the member functions accessible to the function accdata() ? 

4. Whether the member phnno is accessible to the putdata() function? Why? 

 
3)  Answer the questions (i) and (iv) based on the following code. 

class material  
 {        int mcode 
          char name[25]; 
 protected: 
          char color[25]; 
 public:  
           void get(); 
             void put();  
 }; 
class cotton: public material   
 {          char cname[25]; 
            int ccode; 
 protected:  
             int cqty; 
  

public:     
             void getdata(); 
             void putdata();  
 }; 
class polyester: protected material   
 {            char pname[25]; 
              int pcode; 
 protected:   
              int pqty; 
 public:      
              void input(); 
              void display();  
 }; 
i)  Write the names of the members accessible by the member function of class polyester. 
ii) Name the member function accessible by the object of  class cotton. 
iii)How many bytes are required by the object of class cotton. 
iv) Name the member function accessible by the object of class polyester.  
 
FILES 
1) Consider the following class declaration. 
 Class bank 
 { 
 Int accno; 
 Char name[20]; 
 Float balance; 
Public: 
 Void input()\ 
{ 
 Cin>> accno>>name>>balance; 



 

 

} 
 Float getbalance () 
{ 
 Return balance; 
} 
}; 
 
i) Write the function in c++ to accept the objects of class bank from the user and Create a binary file 
“BANK.DAT”. 
ii) Write a function in c++ to read the objects of bank from binary file and display all the objects on the 
screen where balance is more than Rs 25,000. 
 
 
2)  Given a binary file STD.DAT containing records of the following structure: 
 
struct student 
{ 
   int Roll; 
   char Name[15]; 
   int Age; 
}; 
Write a function in C++ that would ask the user to enter a record number (serial number) and display 
the details. 
 
3)Consider the following class declaration: 
 class student 
 { char name[30]; 
  int admno; 
  float fees; 
  char remark[10]; 
 public: 
  float feeret() //a function to return fees 
  {   return fees; } 
  int admnoret() //a function to return admno 
  { return admno;} 
  void input()//a function to enter data members from the keyboard. Remark is assigned 
“New”  
                            {cout<<"\nEnter name "; 
                             cin>>name; 
                             cout<<"\nEnter admno "; 
                             cin>>admno; 
                             cout<<"\nEnterfees "; 
                             cin>>fees; 
                             strcpy(remark,"New"); 
                            } 
               void display()  //a function to display the data 
  {    cout<<name<<admno<<fees<remark; 
                               } 
                           void writedata();//a function to write an object to a binary file “student.dat”; 



 

 

                           void searchdata();//a function to search for a record based on admno and if the record is 
found, change the remark to “TC”. 

                   };              
Write definitions for writedata() and searchdata(). 
 
 
4) Given a binary file XII.DAT containing records of the following structure type: 
struct XII 
{ 
    int Roll; 
    char Name[20]; 
}; 
Write a function in C++ that will read a roll number and delete that record from the file XII.DAT. 
 
4) Write a program to copy the contents of a file "first.txt" to another file "new.txt" line by line. During this 

Process  each line is reversed. 
 For example if the content of file "first.txt" is 
      A good boy 
      A fine morning 
       New life 
 Will produce "new.txt" as 
      yob doog A 
      gninrom enif A 
      efil weN 
 
6) Consider a file “favourite.txt” which has a bed time story stored in it. Write a function in C++ to search 
for a particular character (user’s choice) in the file and change the case of the character throughout the 
file. 
 Example   :If the file “favourite.txt” contains the following lines, 
  Once upon a time, there lived a cheerful little girl. She always wore her favourite red 
cape and hood, wherever she went. So everybody called her Little Red Riding Hood. 
 If the user’s choice is ‘L’, the file content should be modified as: 
  Once upon a time, there Lived a cheerfuL LittLe girL. She aLways wore her favourite 
red capeand hood, wherever she went. So everybody caLLed her LittLe Red Riding Hood. 
 
7) Write a function in C++ to read a text file and create a copy of it by applying the following rule: if the 
character is an lower case alphabet replace it with the third alphabet in the order. (i.e. replace ‘a’ by ‘c’, 
replace ‘y’ by ‘a’ etc.) Other characters in the file are not altered. 
 e.g. If first file contains:  
  23 Nov 2007 
 Then the second file shall contain: 
  23 Pqx 2007 
 
8) Write a C++ function to open a file 'matter.txt' and count the number of words starts with the letter 
'A' or 'a'. 
 For example if the file content is: 
     An apple a day keeps the doctor away 

   A very good topic 
Will print the output as 5 



 

 

 
9) Write a function in C++ to open a text file “matter.txt” and display the number of digits used in it. 
10) Write a function to count the total number of lower case words in a text file story.txt. 
DATA STRUCTURE 
 
1) A two dimensional array A[15][10]is stored in the memory with each element requiring 2 bytes of 
storage. If the base address of A is 2000, calculate the address of A[7][8]when the array is stored by 
 (i)row major (ii)column major. 
 
2)  An array ARR[1..15][1..10] is stored in the memory with each element requiring 4 bytes of storage. 
The base address is 1500. Find the address of ARR[12][9] if the array is stored   
       I)  Row wise      II)Column wise 
 
3) An array MAT[17][14] is stored in the memory along the row with each element occupying 2 bytes of 
memory. Find out the base address and the address of element MAT[12][5], if the location of MAT 
[15][2] is stored at the address 4000. 
 
4) An array A[15][10] is stored in the memory along the column with each element occupying 3 bytes. 
Find out the Base Address and the address of the element A[4][6], if the element A[5][3] is stored at the 
address 2000. 
 
5) Convert the following infix notation into postfix notation. Show the steps. 
 I) ( A + B ) * C – D / E * F + G                               
 II) A * B * C – D + E / F - G 
 
6) Evaluate the following postfix expression using a stack. Show the contents of the stack after execution of each Step:  
 I) 30,   i) 10,  5,  /,  6,  4,  2,  -,  /,  *,  + 

II) 500,20, 30, +, 10, *, + 
 
7) Convert the following infix expression to postfix expression showing the content of the stack after 
each step 

I) (TRUE && FALSE) || ! (FALSE || TRUE) 
II) TRUE OR FALSE AND NOT FALSE OR FALSE 

   
  8)  Evaluate the following postfix expression showing the stack content:                                        
          I) False, True, NOT, OR, True, False, AND, OR. 

 II) False, False, True, False, NOT, OR, True, OR, OR, AND 
 
9)   Write a user defined function in C++ to search a student record from the given Array of structure using binary 
 search technique. Assume the array is sorted in descending order of the roll number. Assume the following definition :                                     

           struct Student{ char name[20]; 
     long rollno; 
          }; 

 
10)   Assume an array E containing elements of structure Employee is required to be arranged in the 
descending order of salary. Write a C++ function to arrange the same with the help of bubble sort. The 
array and its size are required to be passed as parameters to the function. Definition of structure 
employee is as follows. 
 struct employee 



 

 

 {  int empno; 
   char ename[30]; 
   float salary; 

   }; 
 
 

11) Write a function selection_sort () to sort the passed array of 10 integers in descending order using 

selection sort.       

  12) Write a function in C++ to merge the contents of two sorted arrays A & B into third array C. Assuming array A and B 
are sorted in ascending order and the resultant array C is also required to be in ascending order.  

13) Given two arrays of integers A and B of sizes m and n respectively. Write a function named MIX() in 
C++ which will produce a third array named C of size p, such that, the following sequence is followed: 
 

(i) All even numbers of A from left to right are copied into C from left to right. 
(ii) All Odd numbers of A from left to right are copied into C from right to left. 
(iii) All even numbers of B from left to right are copied into C from left to right. 
(iv) All Odd numbers of B from left to right are copied into C from right to left. 
 

   
  14)Write functions in C++ to perform Insert and Delete operation in dynamically allocated Queue containing roll number 
and names of students.  

 
  15) Write two different functions in C++ to perform Push and Pop operation respectively in a dynamically allocated stack 
containing emplid and empname as the data.  
 
 


